The Traditional Latin Mass “is a treasure that is the heritage of all and to which, in one way or another,
everyone should have access.” — Cardinal Cañizares, Prefect of the Congregation for Divine Worship

ystery. Attraction. Sacrifice. These are the elements which comprise a great love story. In fact these are the features of the greatest love story ever told: God’s intense, relentless love for
humanity. This ancient love of Christ made present to saints like Thomas Aquinas, Theresa of Avila, Francis of Assisi, Catherine of Sienna, Ignatius of Loyola, is presented anew today in the
Extraordinary Form of the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, often called the Traditional Latin Mass. Come and experience the heritage, reverence and mystery which captivated the saints throughout history. Come receive the ever ancient, ever new love God is offering you in the majestically transcendent Extraordinary Form of the Roman Rite. Holy Mass is offered in its classical
form every Sunday at two locations in the Diocese of Davenport—Davenport and Iowa City. To find out how you can experience the liturgy that shaped our Catholic heritage, see www.unavoceqc.com.
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“Where it has been lost, kneeling must be recovered, so that, in our prayers, we remain in fellowship with the apostles and martyrs,
in fellowship with the whole cosmos, indeed in union with Jesus Christ Himself.” — Pope Benedict XVI
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“Young persons too have discovered this liturgical form, felt its attraction and found in it a form of encounter
with the Mystery of the Most Holy Eucharist, particularly suited to them” — Pope Benedict XVI
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“The real action in the liturgy is the action of God Himself. . . . We are drawn into that action of God.
Everything else is secondary.”— Pope Benedict XVI
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